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We compare the $p_T$ dependence of pion, kaon and proton production cross sections in the central rapidity region in $e^+e^-$ annihilation events and in proton–proton collisions at ISR energies. We find similarities both in the $p_T$ dependence of cross sections and in the particle composition as a function of $p_T$, in agreement with the hypothesis of a universal mechanism of particle production.
Both soft hadron–hadron collisions and reactions involving large momentum transfers such as e⁺e⁻ annihilations exhibit a jet structure of the final-state hadrons as one of their most characteristic features. However, despite their similar appearance, the connection—if any—between the quark jets in e⁺e⁻ annihilation or in lepton–nucleon reactions and the beam (or target) jets in soft hadron–hadron reactions is not all obvious. Properties of the jets in e⁺e⁻ annihilation and of the beam jets in hadron–hadron collisions have been compared extensively [1,2]. At a given center-of-mass energy, the two types of jets exhibit similar dependencies of inclusive cross sections on the transverse momentum (p_T) of particles with respect to the jet axis, but different mean multiplicities, shapes of the multiplicity distribution and inclusive spectra. To a certain extent, differences are expected since particle production at large x will always be governed by leading particles, reminiscent of the quantum numbers of the beam particles (in hadronic collisions) or of the primary parton (in quark jets). Some of the differences can indeed be reconciled by assuming that in hadron–hadron reactions leading particles carry a sizable fraction of the available energy [2]. This observation suggests that in order to compare the basic mechanisms for particle production in e⁺e⁻ annihilation and in soft hadronic collisions, one may want to concentrate on the central rapidity region, away from the fragmentation regions containing process-specific leading particles. In this paper, we present a first measurement of p_T distributions, \( \langle d\sigma/dydp_T^2 \rangle \), for different particle species in the central rapidity (y) region of e⁺e⁻ annihilation events and compare it with published data for pp reactions.

The data were recorded with the TPC facility [3] at the PEP electron positron storage ring operating at 29 GeV CMS energy. The time projection chamber (TPC) was used for tracking and identification of charged particles over 87% of 4\pi. Data were taken with two different detector configurations: a first sample of 77 pb⁻¹ with the TPC operating in a 4 kG magnetic field generated by a normal solenoid, and a more recent sample of about 70 pb⁻¹ with a 13.25 kG superconducting coil. The higher field and the addition of a gating system [4] to reduce drift distortions due to space charges result in a considerable improvement in momentum resolution for the second sample, \( (dp/p)^2 = (1.5\%)^2 + (0.65\% p)^2 \) [p in GeV], as compared to \( (dp/p)^2 = (6\%)^2 + (3.5\% p)^2 \) for the first data set. Other changes in the detector hardware include installation of a new thin field cage in order to reduce the amount of material between the beam line and the TPC, and improved calibration and monitoring systems. Because of different detector acceptances and systematics, the two data sets are treated independently.

The criteria for selection of annihilation events have been described earlier [3]. Basically, an event is required to contain at least five charged-hadron tracks extrapolating to the event vertex. The sum of the energies of charged particles, \( \Sigma E \), has to exceed half the beam energy, and the sum of their momentum components along the beam direction, \( |\Sigma p_z| \), must not exceed 40% of \( \Sigma E \). The last cut biases against hadronic events with high-energy radiative photons. Additional cuts reject \( \tau \) pairs and QED events with electrons showering in the beam pipe, resulting in a sample purity of over 98%. For this analysis, only those events with an angle between beam line and sphericity axis of at least 45° are used in order to optimize the acceptance.

The cuts result in 21 434 and 20 270 multihadron events for the first and second sample, respectively. For hadrons in those events, transverse momentum p_T and rapidity y are calculated with respect to the sphericity axis. Studies with Monte Carlo two-jet q–q̄ events (where the “real” event axis, i.e. the q–q̄ direction, is known) show that for tracks at y ≈ 0 the sphericity axis gives an unbiased estimate of y and p_T.

Particles are identified by simultaneous measurement of ionization energy loss (dE/dx) and momentum. The ionization loss of each track is sampled up to 183 times, and the information is summarized by forming the mean of the 65% lowest pulse heights, resulting in a typical dE/dx resolution of 3.7% [3]. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of mean dE/dx versus momentum for tracks in multihadron events from the more recent (13.25 kG) data sample. Tracks entering this plot are required to have at least 80 measured dE/dx samples. Using its momentum and ionization energy loss measured in the TPC, and taking into account the errors on these quantities, each
Fig. 1. Measured average ionization energy loss (65% truncated mean) versus track momentum for tracks with at least 80 measured dE/dx samples.

Fig. 2 shows the inclusive $\pi^\pm$ (a), $K^\pm$ (b) and $p$, $\bar{p}$ (c) cross sections, $(1/\sigma)(d\sigma/d|y|dp_T^2)$, at $y \approx 0$ as a function of $p_T$, for $e^+e^-$ annihilation events at $\sqrt{s} = 29$ GeV and for proton–proton interactions. We use ISR data at $\sqrt{s} = 53$ GeV [5] — the highest energy where detailed pp data are available — for our comparison, since pp collisions at 53 GeV and $e^+e^-$ events at 29 GeV result in similar effective energies of the hadronic system, once leading hadrons are removed. For $e^+e^-$ events $p_T$ and $y$ are defined with respect to the sphericity axis. In the pp reaction, $y$ and $p_T$ refer to the proton–proton collision axis. The cross section displayed in fig. 2 represents the number of particles per hadronic event, that is, the inclusive cross section normalized to the total cross section. Whereas the normalization factor $(1/\sigma)$ is well-defined in the $e^+e^-$ case, it is not so clear which cross section should be used in pp reactions. We used the non-diffractive cross section, since diffractive events will typically contribute few particles at $y = 0$.

The ISR data refer to a narrow $y$ window close to $y = 0$, whereas the $e^+e^-$ data are averaged over the
Fig. 2. (a) Full squares: cross section \( \frac{1}{\sigma} \frac{d\sigma}{dy} d\frac{p_T}{2} \) for \( \pi^- \) production in \( e^+e^- \) annihilation at \( \sqrt{s} = 29 \) GeV, as a function of \( p_T \), for \( |y| < 1 \). Error bars include systematic errors. Open circles and open squares: \( \pi^- \) and \( \pi^- \) production cross sections, respectively, in pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 53 \) GeV, for \( y \approx 0 \), from ref. [5]. See text for discussion of systematic errors on pp data. (b) Full squares: \( K^- \) cross section in \( e^+e^- \) annihilation; open circles and open squares: \( K^+ \) and \( K^- \) cross section in pp reactions [5]. (c) Full squares: \( \rho \) cross section in \( e^+e^- \) annihilation; open circles and open squares: \( p \) and \( \bar{p} \) cross section in pp reactions [5].

interval \( 0 < |y| < 1 \), a region in which cross sections are nearly independent of rapidity. According to the Lund fragmentation model for \( e^+e^- \) annihilation [7], at low \( p_T \) less than 10% of the particles of each species in that \( y \) region are leading ("rank-one") particles in the sense that they contain the primary quark or antiquark, or are decay products of a rank-one hadron. Measurements [8] of the ratio of flavor-singlet to non-singlet fragmentation functions support this prediction. At higher \( p_T \), above 1 GeV, contributions of charm and bottom decays to the \( \pi \) and \( K \) rates are non-negligible and account for 25–40% of the cross section. For proton–proton collisions, the contributions of proton valence quarks to particle production in the central region can be estimated from the charge asymmetry between positive and negative hadrons. For pions (fig. 2a) and kaons (fig. 2b), positive and negative rates agree within 20%, indicating that mesons at \( y \approx 0 \) have little memory of the positive charges of the incident protons. Proton and antiproton cross sections, however, differ significantly (fig. 2c). This is an indication that, due to the low number of additional baryon–antibaryon pairs produced in typical interactions, the contribution of \( p \)'s spilling from the forward and backward fragmentation regions into the central region is not negligible, and that the \( p \) cross sections should be used for the comparison.

We note that whereas errors given for the TPC data include systematic uncertainties, the ISR data show only statistical errors and uncertainties in the luminosity measurement. Additional systematic errors e.g. due to uncertainties in the absorption corrections are particularly large for \( p \) cross sections above 1 GeV/c, where a high-pressure \( \tilde{C} \)erenkov counter was used to identify particles. Comparison of ISR data at \( \sqrt{s} = 23 \) GeV [5] with high-precision FNAL data [9] indicate that in this regions the errors may even exceed the quoted 30% additional uncertainty. Finally, one should note that even at \( y \approx 0 \) about 10% of the production cross section may be due to diffractive processes.

We see from fig. 2 that at low \( p_T \), where non-perturbative processes are expected to dominate particle production, \( \pi^\pm, K^\pm \) and \( p \) cross sections from \( e^+e^- \) annihilation and from inelastic pp reactions are quite similar both in shape and in magnitude. At \( p_T \) values large compared to the average \( p_T \) of about 0.4 GeV/c, pp data fall below the \( e^+e^- \) cross sections. At those \( p_T \), particle production is governed by hard processes such as gluon–gluon and quark–gluon scattering (with an intrinsic \( p_T^4 \) dependence) in hadronic reactions, and by hard-gluon emission (with an intrinsic \( p_T^2 \) dependence) as well as by heavy-quark decays in \( e^+e^- \) reactions; hence we expect to see differences increasing with \( p_T \). The similarities at low
Fig. 3. (a) Ratio of production cross sections at \( y = 0 \), as a function of \( p_T \). Full squares: \( e^+e^- \) data on \( K^-/\pi^- \) at \( \sqrt{s} = 29 \) GeV; open circles and open squares: pp data on \( K^+/\pi^+ \) and \( K^-/\pi^- \), respectively, at \( \sqrt{s} = 53 \) GeV \([5]\). (b) Full squares: \( e^- e^- \) data on \( p/\pi^- \); open circles and open squares: pp data on \( p/\pi^+ \) and \( p/\pi^- \), respectively \([5]\).

\( p_T \) between the two types of reactions are emphasized in fig. 3, where the \( K/\pi \) (fig. 3a) and \( p/\pi \) (fig. 3b) ratios are compared. In both reactions, the fraction of heavy particles rises significantly with increasing \( p_T \).

The similarity in the \( p_T \) dependence of cross sections and particle ratios is predicted by a number of hadronization models, most notably the Lund model \([10]\) and dual or multiple chain models \([11]\)\(^{12}\). In these models, the primary proton–proton interaction is assumed to liberate color-triplet sources (quarks) or color-antitriplet sources (diquark systems). Fluxtubes ("strings" or "chains") are spanned between triplets in one proton and antitriplets in the other. These fluxtubes have little transverse momentum and hadronize just like the color triplet–antitriplet system created \( e^+e^- \) annihilation into quarks. They exhibit therefore identical particle composition and \( p_T \) spectra, provided that one looks at the central region, away from the forward regions containing diquark remnants in pp collisions, or possibly heavy quark decays in \( e^+e^- \) reactions. Since the energies of the initial protons are shared by two or more such strings, as compared to a single one in \( e^+e^- \) annihilation, inclusive spectra, mean multiplicities and multiplicity distributions are indeed expected to differ \([11,12]\). The agreement of \( e^+e^- \) and pp cross sections \( (1/\sigma)(d\sigma/d|y|d p_T^2) \) at \( y \approx 0 \) not only in shape, but also in normalization, is explained as due to the incomplete overlap of the multiple chains in hadronic reactions \([11,12]\).
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